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1. How does digitization change the business model for Facility Management?

2. How does digitization change to have the right buildings in the right locations?

3. How does digitization change the way we use our space and facilities? 

4. How does digitization change how we run and maintain our buildings and 

facilities?

5. How do we provide service in digital times?

6. How does digitization change the scope for sustainability in FM? 

DFM’s digitization Project 



DFM’s Expert panel on digitization

Hard Facility Management in digital times

Poul Ebbesen, Rambøll

Space Management in digital times

Gitte Andersen, Signal Arkitekter

New business models within FM

Anders Mussmann, E&Y

Sustainability in Facility Management

Kirsten Ramskov Galamba, DTU

Soft facility management in digital times

Trine Thorn, Nordea

Building portfolio in digital times

Lau Melchiorsen, Colliers
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HR

FM
Work Place/People Management



New business models – from cost to value

Professionalism

valuecost

Which FM-activities 

enhances your 

company's capability?



Before, a bank building
Now, a starbucks coffee shop



Current situation Future situation

People Current employee Do we need more og fewer employees?

Which competences do we need?

Where do our future employees live?

What will be attractive for those we want to attract?

Processes What does core business’ 

processes look like today?

What do processes look like in the future after digitization – and how 

can we support them?

Which stakeholders do we want to be in close connection with?

How much will coworking fill out of future production and research?

Places How  many square meters How many square meters in the future?

What does the future workplace look like?

Which stakeholders are most important in the future?



1.What does the labor force look like in the 

future? 

2.How do the employees want to work?

The digital workforce



The virtual workplace



High importance 

High trust              

Low trust 

Low uncertainty Low Complexity

Unpredictability

Traditional workplace

Virtual workplace
Predictability

High ComplexityHigh uncertainty

Low importance

which stages of a project is better done in the virtual workplace/traditional 

workplace?

Virtual contra traditional Work Place



How does digitization affect sustainability

UN’s 17 goals for 

sustainable 

development


